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Create, automate and secure digital workspaces
A critical role of IT is supporting members of the workforce with the right access to apps, data and other
technology needed to be productive. A worker’s digital workspace, the place they go to access apps and
services, is often their most important technology resource. But managing the needs of today’s workforce
and supporting their digital workspace has grown more complex for IT.
Most organizations struggle with:
• H
 ybrid infrastructure and apps: To support workers, IT departments have invested in
varying amounts of virtual and cloud infrastructure and apps, but these new technologies
are often still mixed in the legacy infrastructure and systems. Unfortunately, this complexity
often impacts workers themselves.
• Rising user expectations: Tech-savvy workers yearn for an enterprise IT experience that is
simple, easy, and similar to what they have at home. They want a seamless experience as
they roam freely across different devices, delivery platforms and access a wide array of apps.
• Effective protection from security risks: Cyber threats have grown more sophisticated with
their tactics. Perimeter-based security technologies fall short as cyber criminals target the
trusted users in an organization.
• Future-proofing for upcoming technologies: IT must be in the position to make upgrades
and add new technology to their environment easily, without disruption to the workforce.
These problems result in lost productivity, weaker security, poor compliance, user frustration and
compromised business performance.
RES ONE Enterprise solves these problems and more by creating, automating and securing digital
workspaces across hybrid environments. RES combines automation and self service with security
capabilities in a single platform to empower today’s agile workforce with the right access to apps
and services.
RES creates dynamic, context aware workspaces that IT can centrally manage across hybrid
environments. IT is empowered to deliver an optimized user experience because RES ONE
Enterprise offers an open framework and flexible automation to maximize and unify existing
technologies into a modern digital workspace. Because digital workspaces are managed centrally,
RES future proofs environments against potentially disruptive changes like OS migrations, VDI
upgrades, investments in cloud or other infrastructure initiatives
By following an approach that puts people at the center of IT, RES enables each worker with a
context aware and secure workspace for maximum productivity.
RES ONE Enterprise is comprised of three tightly integrated products:
RES ONE Automation streamlines the management of complex hybrid environments by
automating infrastructure, cloud and workspace processes required to support and deliver IT
services to the business.
RES ONE Workspace centrally manages, secures and automates the workspace experience
across even the most complex virtual and physical environments.
RES ONE Identity Director provides an attribute-based approach to identity and access
management with automated provisioning, workflows and self-service.
Combined, this platform provides unmatched capabilities for managing today’s ever-changing
digital workspaces, including:

Common Uses for
RES ONE Enterprise
 mployee onboarding
E
and offboarding

Make sure new employees have the
digital workspaces they need on
Day One—and that employees’ IT
access privileges are automatically
deactivated the moment they are
terminated by HR.

Protecting from
Cybersecurity threats

ONE Enterprise offers a unique
mix of context aware and policies
controls that protect from both
internal and external threats. Selfservice and automation allow IT to
mitigate risks, without sacrificing
worker productivity.

Workspace modernization

RES ONE Enterprise is a perfect
complement to VDI and other
desktop modernization strategies,
since it provides an automated,
policy-based way of mapping
individual workers to their digital
workspaces. Operating system
upgrades and other migrations are
simplified and less disruptive to the
workforce.

Compliance

RES ONE Enterprise helps IT provide
enforce critical compliance policies
around who is accessing what data
systems. With complete tracking
and logging, IT is able to reduce
auditing headaches and get ahead of
compliance risks.

• A
 predictable experience across hybrid environments.
RES digital workspaces support the hybrid (physical, virtual and
cloud) infrastructure and end-points. RES not only provides and
optimized user experience, but also automates the processes
that increase productivity and lower IT costs.
• P
 olicy-based automation, self-service and context awareness.
With RES, IT can ensure that everyone has the right resources,
and only the right resources, in their digital workspaces.
• A
 people-centric approach. We focus on technology users and
understand their needs for productivity, security and a positive
technology experience. The results are dynamically-created
digital workspaces that provide a predictable, secure and
positive experience for everyone. RES anticipates needs and
requests before they happen and delivers them as an automatic
subscription.
• F
 ast time to value. RES solutions are up and running in days,
not weeks or months, because of an intuitive management
platform, automation and integration with popular applications,
and out-of-the-box automated services.

RES ONE Enterprise features the RES ONE Identity Director—which includes
automation, workflow and self-service capabilities. It features a store
interface where workers can easily select from apps and services.
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RES ONE Enterprise ensures that people always have the resources they
need—and only those resources for which they are authorized—based on
HR policies, business objectives and automated provisioning.

SECURITY, AUTOMATION AND SELF SERVICE
ARE KEY TO DIGITAL WORKSPACES

Strained IT teams relying on manual processes can have a
negative impact on the user experience. Workers grow frustrated
waiting for things they need to get their jobs done. Tech savvy
workers are quick to find workaround to be productive, without
realizing they are often creating vulnerabilities.
IT spends so much time reacting to requests and responding to
risks that they have no opportunity to work on strategic initiatives
or projects that support business objectives. IT needs to be able
to quickly deliver the right access to the right apps and services
so workers can be productive, while keeping the business secure.
Current processes simply don’t adequately support the workforce,
and drain IT’s valuable time.
Combining security, automation and self-service is key to
empowering an agile workforce with modern digital workspaces.
By following a people-centric approach, RES enables each
worker with a context aware and secure workspace for maximum
productivity. IT is able to support and secure the workforce, while
saving time and reducing costs.

ABOUT RES
RES creates, automates and secures digital workspaces to improve the experience and productivity of the workforce while lowering IT costs. RES takes a peoplecentric approach to making technology access secure, even in complex multi-device/multi-location scenarios, across physical, virtual and cloud environments. RES
boasts numerous patented technologies, fast time to value, and superior customer support for more than 2,500 companies around the world. For more information,
visit www.res.com, contact your preferred RES partner, or follow updates on Twitter @ressoftware.
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